ROCK N' ROLL JUNKIE
(from the 1991 Album "DECADE OF DECADENCE")

Words by Sixx, Mars, Lee
Music by Sixx, Mars, Lee

All Guitars tuned down 1 whole step - DGCFAD

Intro

N.C. Electric Bass w/ Chorus

Gtr I

Guitar In - Distorted

Gtr II

N.C.

Gtr I

A5

E5

A5

E5

A5

E5

All Guitars tuned down 1 whole step - DGCFAD
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1st Verse

N.C. (A)  N.C. (E)

Gtr II

A.H.

B Ist Verse

N.C. (A)  N.C. (E)

A.H.

E5
C  Pre Chorus

Gmaj6  Aadd9

D  Chorus
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E Slide Solo

Rhythm Figures 1A & 1B

P.M.  P.M.  P.M.  P.M.

A  

B  

sl.   sl.   sl.   sl.   sl.
8va

End Rhythm Figures 1A & 1B

Slide past pickups

w/ Rhythm Figures 1A & 1B (2 times)

P.M.

8va

15mar

1

8va
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D.S. al Coda

Breakdown